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Show Me
The Honey!!!
By © Derek White Editor.

Well it’s just
2 weeks into
the new year of
2018 and how
many people do
you think are
starting to ask
where are my
RESULTS?!
Whether we like
it or not we human beings are
mentally geared
towards getting
results in whatever we are doing.
We just cannot
help ourselves.
Our happiness or
misery is measured on a scale of
1 - 10 on getting
or not getting
things done.
Often two of the
primary barriers
that stop people
getting things

done are not
enough money
and not enough
time.
You see, if you
lack enough of
either of these
2 very valuable
commodities it is
highly likely that
your new year’s
resolutions
or
any other plans
you
have
to
move
forward
will start coming undone fairly
quickly.

Examples:
You want to
take your family on holiday at
Christmas or in
January. You are
greatly dismayed
at the travel
agent’s office to
find out the place
you wanted to go
to has put its price
up by quadruple
the normal costs.
Article continued
Why is this? 1: on page...5.
Because things
in life cost money. If you don’t
have an ample
suppy of it you
cannot purchase
the things you
want to buy to
complete
your
goal or target.
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Inspirational Short Story Of
Jan Koum Founder Of WhatsAPP

That Sold For $19 Billion
By Marc-Eddy Drouinaud Jr

No human being can
remain happy at all
times. Situations and
circumstances have
a strange way
of
changing.

village did not have
hot water.
When Jan Koum
was 16 years old, his
mother immigrated to
Mountain View, California. With the help
of government assistance, they got a small
two-bedroom apartment.

Certain situations, on
many an occasions,
can make you feel really low and make
you feel like giving
up. That is why, in my
opinion, this story is To make ends meet,
so important.
Jan Koum swept the
floor of a grocery store
Stories like this one for a meager payment.
can lift up your spir- Jan soon discovered
its and motivate you his passion for comto have a fresh start puter programming
and achieve some- and networking, so he
thing big. They instill went to San Jose Unia sense of hope in you. versity to pursue an
education.
Jan Koum is an amazing internet entrepre- He later fell out of
neur and was born on love with his educaFebruary 24, 1976. tion and dropped out
He has elevated to of San Jose University
the top of the internet and worked at Yahoo
food chain. He used for some time.
to be on food stamps
and now leads a team While he was at yaof 100 people. His hoo, he worked as a
smartphone applica- member of a security
tion is used all around hacker group. Jan elethe world.
vated to the infrastructure engineer after he
Jan Koum was born helped track a teen
in a small village on who launched a masthe outskirts of Kiev, sive attack on Yahoo’s
Ukraine to a house- servers.
wife and a construction
manager who Jan spent 9 years
built schools and hos- working at Yahoo bepitals. He was brought fore he left to travel
up in the village it- South America with
self. Their house in the his colleague Brian

Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

yourself with people
who have the same viJointly with Brian sion as you like, Jan’s
Acton, his colleague friend, To help bring
at Yahoo, Jan created your dreams to life.
WhatsApp in the year
2009. This was the You will face a lot of
first ever smartphone obstacles and hardapplication that al- ship on the path to
However,
lowed people to send success.
text messages from if you just believe
one phone to anoth- in yourself, you will
er, even if the per- make it.
son was in a different
For more information
country.
on how you can beJan later sold his come wealthy like Jan
WhatsApp applica- koum, go to Wealthy
tion to Facebook for a Blueprint : https://
whopping $19 billion. d r o u i n a u d m a r c .
Do you have what it weebly.com/
Source:
takes to be as success- Article
http://EzineArticles.
ful as Jan?
com/expert/MarcIn my opinion, abso- E d d y _ D r o u i n a u d _
lutely. All you will Jr/2289154
have to do to experience success like Jan
is find something you
are passionate about.
You must surround
Acton.
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A Good News Newspaper And Wealth For
The Workers’ Testimony And Promotion
By One Of Our Many Readers
I LOVE your paper White since 1979 and
and I want to be part Derek since 2009.
of this great movement!
They are close personal friends of mine
Please put my success and I can say from
my heart that they
story in your paper:
are some of the most
“ I have known Cath dedicated, caring and

I They are both worldclass gems as people
and their Wealth for
Their stories are in- the Workers’ program
spirational, their lives is a MAJOR developare a tribute to deep ment for the world.
personal
principles
And as for The Good
and dedication.
News Newspaper.....
beautiful people
have ever known.

well, who needs the Musician, Artist and
Bad News Newspa- Educator
“Banjo Geoffrey”
pers???
I subscribe to Good
News....how
about
YOU?
Geoffrey White
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The Honey!!!
By © Derek White Editor.

Article continued from income that will buy you
the front page.
time freedom but from
all the research we have
When you don’t have done which is very extenenough money in life for sive the vast majority
the things you need or of them are very comwant to get things done plicated and require an
then to the degree you awful lot of time, money,
don’t have it things will patience, discipline to
be compromised.
acheive.
It is these niggling little repetative compromises with money that
subconciuosly sneak into
and build up into a wall
of compromises in a person’s life.

After all this research
Cath and I decided it was
time to create a passive
income solution for the
people of the world that
was very, very simple to
do, did not require mountains of money or time to
So when the subject of do and was not complex
New Year’s Resolutions to acheive etc.
come along and you
have the best intentions It is called Wealth For
to do and acheive that The Workers.
resolution. If you don’t
have enough money It has been approved by
it will impinge on your The Australian Governability to acheive your ment and it will help
resolution.
many people in Australia
and around the World to
Why? Because money have a much better life.
buys you time and time It will give people the
and money is what you money and time freedom
need to accomplish your to acheive the things
New Year’s Resolutions. they want to acheive.
If you are trapped in a You will be getting an
job or have loaded your- email up date about it in
self up to the eyeballs the not to distant future.
with debts and monthly
commitments then how
can you possibly have
enough money or time
to do the things you
want to do or acheive
your resolution?
There are many solutions out in the market
place to create a passive
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What The World Needs Now Is
Givers & Healers
© Derek White January 2018

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/about
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Why Is WordPress Security
So Important?
By John Richards
Whether you have a
WordPress
website
promoting your company products and
services or a blog
showing your writing
capabilities, security
of both is of prime importance.

A hacked WordPress
website can cause a
serious blowback to
your online reputation as well as business. Online hackers
can easily steal personal
information,
passwords and install
malicious software on
Google blacklists al- your WP site thereby
most 20,000 web- rendering it useless.
sites for malware and
50,000 for phishing. If you want to retain
If you are serious your website as well
about keeping your as your business, then
WordPress site up and securing your online
running then securing presence is the first
it online should be on thing to do.
top of your mind.
How Can I Secure
The WP core software My WordPress Site
is completely secured Against All Possible
as it is checked by Attempts Of Unauhundreds of develop- thorized Access?
ers daily, even then
the security risks still The experts at the
prevails.
WordPress
Support
have come up with
With the increase four tips on how you
in number of cyber- can ensure total secucrimes and online at- rity for your WP site.
tacks affecting the
servers of many web- Kindly follow the
sites daily, risk elimi- guidelines mentioned
nation is not the goal below.
anymore but risk reduction is.
Continuous WordPress Site Updation:
Do not worry as the
capable and efficient WordPress is an openWordPress Tech Sup- source content sharing
port is always present software that is reguto offer the best tech- larly maintained and
nical guidance to its updated.
customers regarding
any issue affecting By default, WordPress
their WordPress site.
always installs minor
updates automatically
However, let us first while for the major
understand why WP updates the user has
site security is so im- to initiate the process.
portant for all WordPress operators.
It comes with a number of themes and
Why Is WordPress Se- plugins that can be
curity So Important?
installed and on your

WordPress website.
Password And User
Permission:
One of the most common way to hack into
your WordPress website is
through the
use of stolen account
password. This can be
avoided by ensuring
that strong password
is used, this is a combination of letters, alphabets and symbols
making it difficult to
be remembered.
A strong password
can be used not only
for your WordPress
admin area but also
for FTP accounts and
WordPress hosting account.
Install A WordPress
Backup Solution:
The first line of defense against any
hacking attempt is
to have a complete
backup of your WP
site. These allow you
to have the complete
backup of your website in case your website is hacked or the
server fails.

cious traffic before
it even reaches your
WordPress site.
The experts at the
WordPress
Support
can be your guide in
providing total secuThere are a number rity to your site.
of WordPress backup
plugins available that To resolve any Wordyou can utilize to cre- Press technical isate a backup of the sue, contact us on our
WordPress Tech Supwhole website.
port Number 1 877
Enable Web Applica- 863 5655.
tion Firewall:

One of the easiest way
to protect your WordPress site is to use a
web-based application
firewall. This firewall
will block all mali-

The WordPress Technical Support is available round-the-clock
to offer the finest solutions for all WordPress related issues.
Call our WordPress

Tech Support experts
at 1 877 863 5655
from anywhere in
USA to get the best
WordPress Technical
Support.
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/
expert/John_Richards/2484654
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If You Want No More Pain, Fly,
Drive Or Catch The Train To
Burwood Back
Everything Is
Pain
Connected, So
If One Thing
Is Out Of
Alignment,
It Could
Likely Affect
Something Else.

www.burwoodbackpain.com.au 02 9744 7693
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Quote Of The Week!

see how you can apply it to make your and other
people’s lives better.
“One of the most effective methods Known to reduce
stress in any area of life is to plan out as many things
as possible so you know in advance many of the
outcomes because if its not planned for it
will become urgent and stressful”
© Derek White January 2018.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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Six Ways to Stop Sciatic
Nerve Pain
By Dr. Gary Gendron

What is Sciatica? Sciatica is a persistent
pain that is felt along
the sciatic nerve; it
runs from the lower
back down to the feet.
It controls the muscles to the legs and
provides sensation to
the thighs, legs and
bottoms of the feet.
Sciatica occurs most
often in people between the ages thirty
through fifty. It usually is caused by repetitive use type of
conditions, such as
sitting for long periods of time, or normal wear and tear. It
is rarely caused by an
acute injury.
The pain from sciatica can be sometimes
debilitating it can get
so severe it can be difficult for one to sit,
walk or even sleep.

Some people experience tingling while
for others it is just a
dull ache. Occasionally it can be a burning
type of feeling. Pain
from the sciatic nerve
is usually caused
by the nerve being
pinched or irritated
in the lower back or
lumbar spine.
The nerve then gets
inflamed and causes a
variety of symptoms
that can wreak havoc
with one’s lifestyle.

with two pillows under the knees and apply ice to the lower
back on the side of involvement for fifteen
minutes.

conservative
treatment is a conservative exercise program. There
are
many exercises available, but these are the
ones I have found in
This can be repeated my clinical experience
up to every hour if to be most effective.
necessary. It is important not to apply The first exercise is
the ice for more than laying flat on your
twenty minutes at a back with your knees
time because this can bent. Squeeze or flex
aggravate the condi- you buttocks toward
tion.
the ceiling.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

Applying ice to the
source of the problem will decrease
the inflammation of
the nerve and subsequently decrease pain.

Hold this
position
for a count of ten and
slowly return to the
neutral position. Repeat this four times.
Starting at the neutral
position, bring each
Although this may a leg to your chest with
temporary solution, it both hands one at a
does offer some re- time.
lief.
Follow this by bringManipulation of the ing both knees to the
spine to relieve the chest bringing your
pressure on the nerve head up again holdhas been demonstrat- ing for a count of ten
ed in studies to be and returning slowly
one of the most af- to the neutral position
fective treatments for and repeating four
sciatic pain.
times.
Manipulation is the
best place to start
when someone has
sciatic nerve pain.
It is a non-invasive,
drug-free treatment
option.

The goal of manipulation is to realign the
spinal bones taking
the pressure off the
nerve. When the nerve
The most conserva- pressure is alleviated
tive type of treatment one often finds great
for sciatica is the ap- improvement with deplication of ice.
creased pain and inflammation.
I recommend to my
patients to lay flat Other very effective,

A third exercise is
laying on your stomach and arching backwards with your elbows on the floor
moving from a neutral
position to a comfortable flexed position
arching backwards as
much as you can but
discontinuing if back
or leg pain worsens.
The fourth exercise
is on your hands and
knees, pushing your
back toward the ceiling then pulling it to
the floor, (this is often
called the cat stretch).

These
exercises
should be initiated
slowly and if there
is any pain or discomfort, to stop before you have pain.
I would recommend
doing these exercises
two to three times a
day.

matory i.e., one that
is rich in meat, dairy
and shellfish will promote inflammation of
all nerves.

have found to be most
effective in treating
sciatic
nerve pain
are...

An anti-inflammatory Article continued on
diet consists of fruits, page...16.
vegetables and fish.
This is one of the
most powerful ways
There are many nutri- to treat the symptoms
tional aspects to sci- of inflammation and
atic nerve pain you relieve pain.
may not be aware. A
diet that is pro-inflam- The nutrients that I
Page 10
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Question? How Is It Possible
For Many Millions Of People
To Pay Off Their Mortgages
20+ Years Early?
Answer: Join The Wealth For The Workers’ Team For Free Then Use The
Leverage Of All The Working People Working Together Buying Their
E.Book Product Package To Help Each Other Pay Off Their Mortgages.

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/wealth-for-the-workers/
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“Can You Stand And Fight Or Do You Just Run?”

Rhett Junker

Let Rhett Junker Founder,
Fight Rite Gym teach you
how to stand and fight
back against the bullies of
life...
Rhett has been Training
in the Martial Arts for 37
years, now teaching for
over 20 years. Rhett originally began training in
Judo at age 10 but soon
moved on to Tae Kwon Do
which he stayed with until
he was 17. At 17 he joined

the
Australian Regular
Army and after basic training was posted to Melbourne. After searching
the entire city Rhett found
Mr. Bob Jones, the Founder of Zen Do Kai, who he
began to train with and 30
years later is still a student
of and Chief Instructor for
Zen Do Kai in NSW.

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com

http://www.fightrite.com.au
Contact Us:

1st Floor Cnr Sunnyholt and Tattersall Roads
Blacktown NSW 2148
02 9831 4407 (+61 2 9831 4407)
0419 915 509 (+61 419 915 509)
General enquires: info@fightrite.com.au
Rhett: rhett@fightrite.com.au
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Where Is Your Pathway
Taking You?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

https://www.globalhealingcenter.com/the-green-body-cleanse.html
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Please Get Behind A Great Cause

Please Get
Behind A
Great Cause

jured, abused and
surrendered animals,
and investigates over
58,000 complaints of
animal cruelty and
neglect. With less
Each year, the RSP- than 3% of the RSPCA cares for around CA’s funding received
127,000
stray, in- from governments.

The RSPCA relies
heavily on the wonderful support of the
community to continue to care for animals
in need.
Supporting
Happy
Tails is easy and
gives everyone the

chance to get tails in your workplace, RSPCA care for aniwagging!
school or community. mals, just like our heroes Beau, Hamish,
You can get involved Please go to http:// Teddy and Elsie.
by purchasing mer- www.rspca.org.au/
chandise or by join- happy-tails-day/
ing our team of individual fundraisers To donate. Funds
selling Happy Tails raised will help the

http://www.rspca.org.au/happy-tails-day/
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
Whole Page Advertising With Full Colour: $50 plus gst Per
Week ($55.00)
Picture thanks to www.pixabay.com

Half Page Advertising
With Full Colour $25 plus
gst Per Week ($27.50)

Quarter Page Advertising
With Full Colour $12.50 plus
gst Per Week

1/3rd Of A Page Advertising With Full Colour

= $6.25 plus gst Per Week ($6.87)

1/6th Of A Page Advertising
With Full Colour
$3.12 plus gst Per Week ($3.43)
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Six Ways to Stop Sciatic
Nerve Pain
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By Dr. Gary Gendron

Article
continued
from page 10.
turmeric, tulsi and
rosemary. These powerful herbs have been
studied and found to
greatly decrease inflammation.

Water will also hydrate the disc. Between your spinal
bones are intervetebral discs that dry
out as we age the
more we can keep
them hydrated, the
less degenerative arthritis will occur in
the spine.

Boswellia is an herb
that is a specific antiinflammatory. This is
especially helpful for
arthritic patients. Bromelein is a plant enzyme found in pineapples and has natural
anti-inflammatory affects.
I prefer to take this
with papain as well,
it is essential that you
take it on an empty
stomach to really get
the benefits of the
anti-inflammatory na- It is an important part
of your treatment to
ture.
improve your posture
Ginger is a powerful and use your body
herb that offers pain correctly. Good posrelief. You can steep ture allows the use
fresh ginger in boiling of the body without
water and use it as a strain on muscles,
tea or make a juice out joints, ligaments, and
internal organs.
of it.

This is also the reason
we get shorter as we
age is each little disc
between the vertebrae dry out, or desiccate then subsequent
height loss will occur.

pillow, on your stomach or lying on your
stomach with one
knee bent up. This
will cause a ‘swayback’ condition.
Some simple things,
such as getting up and
down from bed, to
get into bed it is preferred that you sit
on the side of the bed
bring both arms to
one side, lower your
side to the bed keeping your knees bent
at forty five degrees,
then pull your feet into
bed.
Remain on one side
or roll on the back.

Evening
primrose
oil, black currant oil,
or borage oils contain
the essential fatty acids Gammalinolenic
acid. These omegas
will greatly reduce the
inflammatory process
and take down the inflammation on the sciatic nerve.

Good posture must
be considered in all
activities:
sitting,
standing,
resting,
working, playing and
exercising. It is simply
not a matter of “standing tall”.

There are many ergonomically beneficial
positions that will
improve sciatic nerve
pain no matter the
cause.

Getting up from the
bed it is best to roll
on your side push
with the hands to the
sitting position keeping knees bent and
Avoid positions like swinging legs over
sleeping flat with no the edge of the bed.

In the resting position, it is beneficial to
lay flat on your back
with two pillows under your knees or lay
on your side with a
pillow between your
knees.

When sitting, avoid a curve and ease the
chair that is too high, pressure off the lumas this will increase bar spine.
swayback.
When lifting, avoid
When sitting, the bending at the waist.
knees should
be Bend the knees and
higher than the hips carry the object close
as this will flatten the to the body. When
lumbar curvature.
bending, bend at the
knees and push your
Avoid slouching on a buttocks out rather
chair with feet on an then flexing at the
ottoman because this waist. My final tip on
can strain the lower stopping sciatic nerve
back.
pain is to drink plenty
of water.
When traveling in a
car the seat should A dehydrated body is
be close to the steer- one that will struggle
ing wheel and use a to heal. It is important
small pillow for prop- to drink at least six
er lumbar support.
to eight
glasses of
water per day to keep
When standing, I rec- the body well hydratommend placing one ed and to flush toxins
foot on a stool or built up from resultshelf and after a short ing muscle spasms of
time switch to the the pain and inflamother foot this will mation.
flatten the
lumbar

If you follow these
simple steps for stopping sciatic nerve
pain, you will go a
long way preventing
any discomfort in the
future and avoid any
harmful drug side effects or painful surgical intervention.
Remember, an ounce
of prevention is worth
a pound of cure.
Discover the secrets to
stop sciatic nerve pain
and low back pain.
Visit http://www.DoctorGendron.com right
now!
Article Source: http://
EzineArticles.com/expert/Dr._Gary_Gendron/336370

Pictures thanks to www.pixabay.com
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For Only AU$37.00!! Go To

https://thegoodnewsnp.com.au/our-shop/
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6 Things Your Grandmother Told
You About Happiness - Does
Science Agree?
By Ashish Sangle

Happiness Lies in
Random Acts of
Kindness.
In a recent study, participants were divided
into three groups. One
carried out five ‘random acts of kindness’
in a single day, the
second spread them
out over a week and a
third served as a control.

relating to, characterized by, or considered
in terms of pleasant
(or unpleasant) sensations.)

After repeating this
for six weeks, it was
seen that the first
group
experienced
the most significant
increase in happiness.
“Kindness can jumpstart a whole cascade
of positive social
consequences,” they
observed. “Helping
others leads people to
like you, to appreciate you [and] to offer
gratitude.

Happiness
Comes
When You Least Expect it.

Happiness is a Journey.
Our mind’s ability
to absorb and adjust
to both positive and
negative
changes
means that no emotion, however strong,
lasts forever. We soon
return to our original
baseline of happiness,
regardless of winning
the lottery or meeting
with a serious car accident.
Our inability to hang
on to happiness puts
us on what is known
as a “hedonic treadmill”.
(Hedonic defined: its
an adjective technical
adjective: hedonic

We’re always seeking
out short term mood
boosts, which means
that happiness is not
a goal but a series of
joyful moments that
run through our lives.

Studies show that
those who consciously make an effort to
seek out happiness
in their lives actually
report lower levels of
happiness and satis- drives them to show
more generosity and
faction.
friendliness.
This
On a related note, in turn makes them
those who are more more flexible, creaoptimistic in life do tive and better able to
report greater levels solve problems.
of self esteem and
lower levels of de- These small bursts of
pression, loneliness good feelings can
and stress, but their over time result in
optimism also drives making people smartthem to take greater er, more productive
risks, which makes and more accurate.
them less likely to They even conductquit smoking and ed a study on radimore likely to have ologists and found
an unwanted pregnan- that after receiving
a small present, they
cy.
made more accurate
Sharing Happiness diagnoses!
Creates More Happiness in the World. More Choices Don’t
Always Mean More
Alice Isen, PhD, of Happiness - AppreCornell’s Art College, ciate What You Alfound that the small- ready Have.
est gestures - a free
sample, loose change Although it’s widely
on the sidewalk or an accepted that freeunexpected gift - can dom of choice gives
cause people to ex- us the agency to experience a thrill that press ourselves and

create lives that will
make us happy, this
may just be another
myth propagated by
capitalism. A study
conducted on the topic showed that greater
the degree of choice,
the more miserable
the individual.
Too
many choices
actually cause us to be
overwhelmed, leading
to an inability to actually make a choice
- in other words: not
free at all. With every
new option provided, we find our own
choice less satisfactory. Once you’ve
checked out all the options, you are likely
to eventually question and even regret
the choice you actually make.
Money Can’t Buy
Happiness.
While

money defi-

nitely buys a lot,
wealthy people are
dealing with parental
anxiety, fears of isolation and self-esteem
crises just as much as
any of us.

choose? It can take
quite a lot of work
to overcome this and
make decisions.
What does this mean
for us? It appears that
the easiest and most
effective
ways to
bring joy and happiness into our lives is
by appreciating what
we have and sharing
that joy with others
in whatever way we
can.

Robert Kenny, a developmental
psychologist and senior
advisor at the Center
on Wealth and Philanthropy at Boston
College, is delving
into the aspiration, dilemmas and personal
philosophies of peo- Instead of dedicating
ple worth $25 million our lives to the pursuit
or more.
of happiness, stop,
take a breath, and reThe results show that alise that it’s already
with complete free- all around us.
dom to do whatever Article Source: http://
they want, they’re EzineArticles.com/
wracked by concerns expert/Ashish_Sanon how best to spend gle/2377806
their time. They can
build anything they
want, buy anything
they want, eat anything they want so which do they
Page 18
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To Buy This Book For Just $17
Simply Click
On The Affiliate Link Below

http://abd671shio292q4jseo3vq9t07.hop.clickbank.net/?tid=DSH
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Do You Want To Create
Money On Demand?
www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au

• How to build a
million dollar web
business from scratch
even if you don’t
have a product, mail• The 16 ways to use ing list or idea.
webinars to finance
your entrepreneurial • How we took ranseminar atlifestyle,
allowing dom
you to focus on the tendees and helped
them generate $2,000
things you love.
- $22,000 in 90 minIn this book below
which you can buy
from Amazon you
will discover:

• The easiest and
fastest ways to get
other people to promote your products
and services online
so you don’t have to,
and why you’ll never
• Why you don’t have a lead generation
need to create a or traffic generation
product before it ac- problem.
Steven Essa spent 13
tually sells
years as a profession( but get paid first ).
utes or less.
• How to automate
your
entire sales
process so you have
more time to live
your dream life.

al musician before
pursuing his goal of
financial freedom by
tapping into the power of the web, setting
up and running automated webinar campaigns that generated
over $120,000 in just
90 minutes.

ly free ( from over
1/2 a million in debt )
by building a fully automated business that
leaves him time to do
whatever he wants.

He became financialOriginally
from
Greece, Corinna Essa
worked in the television industry before
she learned how to
leverage the internet to create her own
economy. She now
owns a seven figure digital marketing
agency, where 80% of
the sales come from
webinars.

Today Steven and
Corinna travel around
the world
sharing
their Money-On-Demand system with
thousands of people.
Their proven system
has been responsible
for generating $50
million + in sales for
clients and their own
businesses.

https://www.amazon.com/Money-DemandFastest-Becoming-Millionaire-ebook/dp/
B01N80UZ3E/ref=la_B01N3D2PS7_1_1?s=
books&ie=UTF8&qid=1500890714&sr=1-1
Only $11,97 Paperback
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Learn The Secrets Of Success- Magnify Your
Thinking Patterns And Achieve Everything
You’ve Always Wanted
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Do You Want To Listen To
Some Positive Talk Radio With
Solutions Offered?
130th Edition 4th April 2017

Then Tune Into
www.healthylife.net
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Classified Advertising 02 9837 4443
If you would like to advertise in our paper please call Derek or Cath
on the following numbers Sydney Australia ( 02 ) 9837 4443
Derek’s Mobile 0425 315 615 Cath’s Mobile 0423 470 701.
We distribute Online to 196 Countries via Facebook,
Twitter and email and getting a lot of great feedback
from Readers

Advertising Deadline 12 O’clock Every Friday
PRUDENTIAL PARTNERS Chartered Accountants
Level 4, 47 York Street Sydney NSW 2000
Australia T + 61 2 9290 2640 F + 61 2 9290 2641
info@prudentialpartners.com.au

Ph: 0423 470 701

(02)9837 4443 Email: infocleanbg@gmail.com

www.healthelicious.com.au email: orders@healthelicious.com.au telephone: +61 (0)2 9552 3311
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